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Greece is a land of rugged mountains and azure blue 

seas, a Mediterranean climate and of a long and sto-

ried past. Greek food products are an expression of 

this landscape and history: natural, healthy, timeless.

The exceptional climate and varied landscape of 

Greece has resulted in an agricultural sector of ex-

traordinary diversity − from fresh fruits and vegeta-

bles, to baked goods and pastries, from olives and 

olive oil, to dairy products and cheeses, to herbs, 

spices, honeys and wines cultivated from ancient 

vintages known only in Greece.

Greek cuisine is known worldwide for its natural and 

delicious flavors. And Greece is home to the world 

famous Mediterranean diet. Natural and nutritious, 

Greek foods and ingredients may be the secret to a 

long and healthy life. Let’s not forget that Greece is 

one of five places on earth where people live longest.

The Greek poet Odysseas Elytis once said: "If you dis-

assemble Greece, in the end you will see that you are 

left with an olive tree, a vineyard and a ship.” Greece's 

fine food products bring the tastes of this eternal land 

to discerning connoisseurs around the world. 

food & 
agricultural 

products



wine
Over the last decade, Greek wines have 

gained increasing international recog-

nition for their high quality and unique 

accents. Greek winemakers take ad-

vantage of a wide variety of terroirs and 

distinctive native varietals combined 

with cutting-edge technology and 

winemaking expertise to produce out-

standing wines.

Fine Greek wines are consistently win-

ning top awards in international wine 

competitions, spurring the interest of 

wine enthusiasts around the world. Ex-

ports of Greek wine to major markets, 

including the US, Canada and Austra-

lia, have roughly doubled over the last 

decade and seen even greater gains in 

Asian markets like Japan.

With 70,000 hectares of vineyards, 

Greece produces between 3.5 and 4 

million hectoliters of wine per year. 

The dominant Greek varieties are 

Xinomavro and Agiorgitiko for reds, 

and Assyrtiko and Moschofilero for 

whites. 

Whites

Assyrtiko [a-SEER-tee-ko]

The finest Greek white variety 

and arguably one of the best in 

the Mediterranean.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Athiri [a-THEE-ree]

Widely grown in the Cyclades 

and Dodecanese islands. Quite 

soft and round.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Malagousia 

[ma-la-ghoo-zee-A]

It can impress purely by its 

remarkable character and 

individuality.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Muscat

Traditionally used for the 

production of sweet wines.

meet (some of) the Greek varietals

Robola [ro-BO-la]

The most important grape of 

the Ionian Islands.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Roditis [ro-THEE-tees]

Broad and rich, without any 

heaviness.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Savatiano [sa-va-tee-a-NO]

Greece’s most widely-planted 

white variety.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Moschofilero[-

mo-sko-FEE-le-ro]

Light with vibrant acidity, floral 

aromas, and incredible 

elegance.

Reds

Aghiorgitiko [a-gee-or-GEE-tee-ko]

Closely associated with Nemea in the 

Peloponnese, it produces a huge varia-

tion in styles ranging from fresh young 

reds to dark, full-bodied wines.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Kotsifali[ko-tsee-FA-lee]

Mainly cultivated in Crete.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Limnio [lee-mnee-O]

It produces full-bodied wines with a high 

alcohol content.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Mavrodaphne [ma-vro-DAF-nee]

Cultivated in the northwestern Pelopon-

nese and the Ionian Islands, the “black 

laurel” grape, as its name translates, is 

deeply colored, with intense aromas.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Xinomavro [xee-NO-mav-ro]

A dark red that produces wines of great 

character.

an ancient tradition reaching new heights



Whites

Assyrtiko [a-SEER-tee-ko]

The finest Greek white variety 

and arguably one of the best in 

the Mediterranean.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Athiri [a-THEE-ree]

Widely grown in the Cyclades 

and Dodecanese islands. Quite 

soft and round.
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[ma-la-ghoo-zee-A]
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Muscat

Traditionally used for the 

production of sweet wines.

Wines of Greece: www.winesofgreece.org

find out more

meet (some of) the Greek varietals
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the Ionian Islands.
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Light with vibrant acidity, floral 

aromas, and incredible 

elegance.

Reds

Aghiorgitiko [a-gee-or-GEE-tee-ko]

Closely associated with Nemea in the 

Peloponnese, it produces a huge varia-

tion in styles ranging from fresh young 

reds to dark, full-bodied wines.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Kotsifali[ko-tsee-FA-lee]

Mainly cultivated in Crete.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Limnio [lee-mnee-O]

It produces full-bodied wines with a high 

alcohol content.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Mavrodaphne [ma-vro-DAF-nee]

Cultivated in the northwestern Pelopon-

nese and the Ionian Islands, the “black 

laurel” grape, as its name translates, is 

deeply colored, with intense aromas.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Xinomavro [xee-NO-mav-ro]

A dark red that produces wines of great 

character.

Greece is home to 300 indigenous 
grape varieties grown in a wide range 
of terroirs.

d d  you know?i

http://www.winesofgreece.org/


olive oil 
Greece is renowned around the world for its “Greek 

Gold” – the country’s excellent olive oil. Most groves 

are small and family-owned, which means that farm-

ers tend to their trees, harvest their fruits, and ex-

tract their oil with great care. Most Greek olive oil 

(80%) is extra virgin, and 17 regions of the country 

have PDO certification for their olive oil.

> Annual production: 350,000  tonnes – 16% of 

world production

> Largest exporter of extra virgin olive oil

> 120 million producing olive trees

> Annual export volume: 135,000  tonnes

Olive oil is the dominant oil used in Greece 

for cooking, for salads and even for many 

sweets and cookies. But it is equally pre-

ferred by many cooks around the world, 

both for its notable health benefits and 

its robust flavor notes.  

Greek gold in a bottle



Greek Association of Industries 
and Processors of Olive Oil 
(SEVITEL) www.sevitel.gr

find out more

The average Greek consumes 16 
liters of olive oil a year.

d d  you know?i

Key olive oil 
regions in 
Greece

Crete

Lesvos

Peloponnese

http://www.sevitel.gr/


table olives
Greek olive groves produce a 

great variety of table olives – the 

dark, shiny, Kalamata olive king 

among them. Greece and Spain 

account for the bulk of table olive 

exports in the European Union, 

with 90% of Greek production 

being exported.

The high quality of Greek olives, 

and the large selection available, 

make Greek olives the preferred 

choice for everything from tasty 

Greek salads to the perfect mar-

tini. Slice them on top of a pizza, 

toss them in a pasta dish, or serve 

them as a healthy and delicious 

snack any time of the day. 

From big, black Kalamata olives 

to tiny, green, cracked olives fla-

voured with lemon and garlic, 

there is a Greek olive to suit every 

taste. Greek olives are justly 

famous the world over and Greek 

olive exporters offer a wide as-

sortment of products.

table olives



Table olives go by many names in 

Greece, depending on their type, the 

region, and how they are preserved. 

The main varieties are:

Kalamata

Dark, with hints of purple, this shiny 

almond-shaped olive is the most highly 

prized black olive.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Conservolia

This olive variety is known by many 

names: Amphissa, Agrinio, and Stylida 

among others. Processed both as 

green and black olives, it accounts for 

80% of Greek production.

Panhellenic Association of Table 
Olives Processors, Packers and 
Exporters (PEMETE) 
www.pemete.gr

find out more

The goddess Athena gave the olive 
tree as a gift to Athens to have the 
city named after her.

d d  you know?i

Tsakistes

The name means ‘cracked’, and these 

olives are typically processed as green 

olives, often preserved in olive oil 

flavored with lemon and garlic.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Throumbes

These are black olives allowed to ripen 

fully on the tree, before being cured in 

salt. They have a wrinkled appearance 

and are soft in texture.

http://www.pemete.gr/


greek yogurt 
Greek yogurt, called yiaourti, is 

thick and creamy and has taken the 

world by storm. Yogurt has been a 

tradition in Greece probably ever 

since the first itinerant shepherds 

tried to store milk in their goat skins 

only to find that the agitation and 

the heat had turned the milk into 

something else: slightly sour, un-

usually refreshing, and delicious.

Extremely versatile, the creamy 

texture of Greek yogurt lends itself 

well to anything from breakfast 

to dips, sauces, and desserts. It 

can easily substitute for both sour 

cream and heavy cream in many 

dishes and desserts for a lighter 

and healthier meal.

Traditional Greek yogurt is made 

either with sheep’s milk or with 

goat’s milk, although today cow’s 

milk yogurt predominates. The 

standard production provides a 

choice of 0, 2, 5 or 10% fat.

creamy deliciousness for any meal



In Greece, yogurt is often served as a 

simple and light dessert, either topped 

with spoon sweets or with chopped 

walnuts and a drizzle of honey.

The delicious creaminess of Greek 
yogurt is the result of straining 
excess liquid from raw yogurt.

d d  you know?i

Greek dairy producers 
association (SEVGAP): 
https://sevgap.org/

find out more

https://sevgap.org/


cheeses
feta and so much more

Feta is arguably the best-known Greek cheese 

abroad. In 2004, the European Union granted Greek 

Feta a PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) status 

and exclusive rights to use the name.

Greek cheeses may start with Feta, but a Greek 

cheese board has endless delights to offer a dis-

cerning palate. With ample herds 

of sheep and goats, chees-

es made with ewe or goat 

milk abound. Each region has its own traditions and 

versions of cheeses, so that a Graviera from Naxos 

will have a distinctly different flavor than a Graviera 

from Crete.

Greece also produces a range of fresh cheeses, 

from mild Anthotiro to tangy Myzithra. Fresh chees-

es are used for dips, in salads, and 

often in sweets as well.



Ladotyri [la-do-TEE-ree]

Another unique product, the name 

of which means “oil cheese.” The 

cheese, which is shaped like miniature 

barrels, is steeped in olive oil and 

aged for several months. Lesvos is 

the most famous place in Greece for 

Ladotyri.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Manouri [ma-NOO-ree]

This is a creamy, buttery, mild, white 

cheese that is sold in log-shaped loaves. 

It is excellent as a dessert cheese, 

topped with honey, or with poached 

fruits, and complements the sweet 

wines of Greece exceptionally well.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Metsovone [me-tso-VO-ne]

This is a rich, hard, smoked, yellow 

cheese made in Metsovo, Epirus. 

It resembles smoked Provolone. 

Metsovone is made in large 

sausage-like loaves, usually from raw 

cow’s milk.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Myzithra [mee-ZEE-thra]

The word dates to the 16th century, 

when it referred to a kneaded cheese. 

Myzithra is a soft, white cheese that 

resembles cottage cheese and is a 

by-product of Feta.

Anthotiro [an-THO-tee-ro]

The word literally means “blos-

som cheese,” named after the 

way the curds “blossom” as 

they are stirred. The cheese 

is similar to ricotta, but lightly 

salted. It is eaten fresh with 

jam or honey, and often baked 

into sweet pastries, especially 

around Easter.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Graviera [Gra-vee-AIR-a]

Graviera, sweet, mellow, 

and nutty, is one of the most 

delicious Greek cheeses. Made 

either from sheep’s milk or 

from cow’s milk, Graviera is 

one of the best table cheeses 

produced in Greece. 

a handful of 
notable Greek 
cheeses

Kefalotyri [ke-fa-lo-TEE-ree]

A very hard, light yellow 

sheep’s or goat’s milk cheese 

with a sharp, tangy flavor. 

The cheese is made mainly 

in Crete, as well as in Naxos, 

Cephalonia, Thessaly, and 

Epirus. It is a popular cheese 

for grating.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Kefalograviera 

[ke-fa-lo-gra-vee-AIR-a]

As its name indicates, Kefalo-

graviera falls somewhere be-

tween Graviera and Kefalotyri 

in both flavor and texture.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Kasseri [Ka-SEH-ree]

Kasseri is the most popular 

table cheese after Feta. It is a 

mild, yellow, spun-curd cheese 

made from either ewe’s or 

cow’s milk.

 



peaches
Canned peaches from Greece account 

for over 55% of the international canned 

peach market. They are well known for 

their fresh taste, flavor and the unique 

aroma that cannot be found any-

where else in the world.

The sunny climate of Greece 

is ideal for peach produc-

tion, and around 20 variet-

ies of peaches are cultivat-

ed, mainly in the northern 

region of Macedonia. Nectar-

ines arrived later and gained 

commercial importance among 

growers from the 1970s onwards.

Greek peaches are canned at peak 

freshness by state-of-the art proces-

sors. In addition to sliced or halved 

peaches in syrup, products include 

juices, purées and frozen peaches. 

The main varieties used for canning 

and freezing are Katerina, Loadel and 

Andros.

a sun-kissed greeting from the Greek summer



Greece produces about 

380.000 tonnes of 

peaches per year and 

is the largest producer 

and exporter of canned 

peaches.

Greek Canners Association: 
www.delcof.gr/en/

find out more

Cultivation of peaches occurred as early 
as 6000 BC in Zhejiang Province of China.

The peach tree is a member of the rose 
family and closely related to the almond 
tree.

d d  you know?i

http://www.delcof.gr/en/


spoon sweets
Called “glyka tou koutaliou” in Greece, 

spoon sweets are colorful preserves 

of fruits, nuts, and even vegetables put 

up in sugar syrup. Age-old hallmarks of 

Greek hospitality, they were tradition-

ally served in a spoon placed on a saucer 

along with a cold glass of water. 

You will find a rich diversity of spoon 

sweets, from citrus fruits, quince, and 

cherries, through unripe walnuts, pista-

chios and other nuts, to baby eggplant 

and tomatoes. You will also find local 

specialties, like tiny cherry tomatoes 

stuffed with almonds and flavored with 

cinnamon in Santorini, pistachio spoon 

sweets in Aigina, and lemon blossoms 

from the island of Andros.

Spoon sweets are deliciously versatile 

products with applications far beyond 

dessert in the international kitchen. 

They pair particularly well with cheese 

and yogurt.

tasty treats to sweeten your day



The production of spoon sweets 

goes back at least to the Middle 

Ages. Before the availability of 

sugar, the sweets were made 

with petimezi, heavily reduced 

grape juice. Petimezi is still in use in 

Greece, and in some places it is still 

used to produce spoon sweets, 

adding its unique flavor to the 

sweet.

A properly made spoon sweet should 
be firm and chewy.

d d  you know?i



filo pastry 
light, crunchy and delicious

In Greek, filo means ‘leaf’, because 
the dough must be as thin as a leaf.

d d  you know?i

Filo pastries are known around the world as a 

mainstay of Greek cooking, but the delicate, 

flaky dough is equally versatile in internation-

al cuisine. The paper-thin sheets of filo are 

brushed with olive oil or melted butter and lay-

ered to form deliciously crunchy wrappings for 

both sweet and savory fillings.

Light and easy to work with, filo pastry is pop-

ular with home cooks and top chefs alike. In the 

traditional Greek kitchen, filo is used to make 

sweets like baklava and savory pies with spin-

ach, cheese or other fillings. It can equally be 

used to make casings for quiche or to top a 

potpie. Quick and lower in fat than convention-

al pie crusts, its applications are endless.



The island of Crete and the 

region of Epirus are espe-

cially famous for their savory 

pies. Cretan pies often fea-

ture wild greens and may be 

fried rather than baked, while 

Epirus is known for its meat 

pies.



baked goods & sweets 
From bread to baklava, Greek cuisine has 

a tradition in baked goods that stretches 

back millenia and incorporates influenc-

es from East and West alike. The result 

has been an unimaginable diversity of 

Greek pastries and bakery goods 

both sweet and savory.

Most people know the famous 

baklava: nuts and spices sand-

wiched between crunchy 

layers of filo and drenched 

in aromatic syrup. There are 

many other filo-based sweets, 

as well as a profusion of cookies: 

from kourabiedes, rich in butter 

and almonds, to macaroons made 

from almond paste, to dry cookies 

made for dunking in wine or coffee.

Visitors to Greece know that tradition-

al Greek bread accompanies every meal, 

while rusk bread forms the basis of Cretan 

dakos salad (Ingredients: rusk, toma-

toes, olive oil, and feta cheese). And Greek 

snacks, ranging from breadsticks to puff 

pastries, are exported to the world.   

bread, baklava and beyond



Both large Greek brands and 

artisanal producers offer a 

variety of baked goods appeal-

ing to health-conscious consum-

ers. The excellent natural prod-

ucts of Greece – olive oil, honey, 

nuts and natural grains – lend 

themselves to current health 

trends.

When Greeks visit friends for dinner, 
they typically bring a sweet rather 
than wine or flowers.

d d  you know?i

Federation of Hellenic 
Food Industries: 
www.sevt.gr

find out more

http://www.sevt.gr/


honey
the natural sweetness of the Greek countryside

The quality of Greek honey re-

mains as stunning today as it 

has been throughout time. With 

good reason: In the incredibly 

rich and varied Greek flora, there 

are at least 120 different flow-

ering plants and trees that pro-

vide fodder for Greek bees, and 

almost all Greek honey, around 

80%, is produced by bees that 

forage off wild, not cultivated, 

plants. In most other honey-pro-

ducing countries, bees depend 

on cultivated monocultures.

This rich natural environment for 

bees produces a variety of ex-

quisite honeys. Among them: 

dark, thick, pine and fir honey, or-

ange-blossom and flower-blos-

som honey, heather, and the 

best known of all, thyme honey. 

Thyme honey, with its lovely 

aroma, is unique to Greece al-

though more than 60% of Greek 

honey comes from pine. 



Greece has the ideal con-

ditions for apiculture and 

is a country with long tra-

dition and expertise in 

beekeeping. Greece has 

more beehives per acre 

than any other country 

in Europe and produces 

about 30,000 tonnes of 

honey per year.

Federation of Greek beekeep-
ers associations: www.omse.gr

find out more

To produce a single pound of honey, a 
colony of bees must collect nectar from 
approximately 2 million flowers and fly 
over 55,000 miles.

d d  you know?i

http://www.omse.gr/


Florina 
peppers 
a fragrant burst of flavor



These long, red peppers from the northern town of Flori-

na are surprisingly sweet when fresh, but impart a savory 

quality when grilled or roasted. For hundreds of years, the 

famous Florina peppers have been one of the signature in-

gredients in the rustic cuisine of western Macedonia.

Their incredible versatility, combined with their deep, ruby 

red color, make them a popular complement to tradition-

al Greek dishes, but they have also been rediscovered by a 

new generation of chefs. Preserved either in brine or olive 

oil, grilled Florina peppers are one of Greece’s most trav-

elled food products.

A jar of Florina peppers are a bonus to any pantry. They can 

be turned into dips with herbs and walnuts, stuffed with feta 

for a quick hors d’oeuvre, and will enhance many cooked 

dishes from pasta sauces to stews.

Florina peppers are typically grilled, skinned and put up in 

brine. Many producers offer specialty variations as 

well, like peppers already stuffed with feta, pep-

pers put up in olive oil or peppers with sea-

sonings added.

The seeds for Florina peppers was 
brought to Greece from Brazil in the 
17th century.

d d  you know?i



pasta

Greece produces a wide range of de-

licious pastas, many of them enriched 

with eggs and milk. In the tradition-

al kitchen, pasta was a practical way to 

preserve eggs and milk for the winter, 

and enriched noodles made for a more 

nutritious meal. 

There are dozens, if not more, tradi-

tional Greek pastas, and dozens of 

ways to prepare them. Some are truly 

unique. Most Greek pasta is made 

and dried at the end of the summer. 

Among the most common, and most 

widely available today, are the Greek 

hilopites [hee-lo-PEE-tes].

Greek pasta producers range from ar-

tisanal cooperatives to large compa-

nies, making it possible to source au-

thentic Greek pastas for both special-

ty shops and supermarket chains.

Flomaria

A pasta specialty from the 

secluded island of Lemnos, 

made with flour, fresh eggs and 

sheep milk.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Aftoudia

Meaning “little ears” in Lemnian 

dialect, aftoudia is another 

pasta native to Lemnos. 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Hilopites

Hilopites are rich noodles in 

various shapes made with eggs 

and milk. 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Kritharaki

Kritharaki is the Greek version 

of orzo and typically used in 

casserole dishes.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

a handful of Greek pasta specialties

Goges

A traditional shell-shaped 

pasta from the Peloponnese.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Striftades

A small, local Peloponnesian 

handmade pasta. The word 

means “little twists.”

comfort food 
Greek-style



a handful of Greek pasta specialties

The Ancient Greeks made a pasta 
called laganon, which may be the 
origin of the Italian lasagne noodles.

d d  you know?i

Federation of Hellenic Food Industries: 
www.sevt.gr

find out more

http://www.sevt.gr/


botargo
a gourmet treat known as Greek caviar



Botargo, also called avgotaraho and 

bottarga, is a delicacy like caviar, 

produced from the roe of the gray 

mullet. The roe is salted, sundried, 

and pressed into small logs. The 

logs are then coated in pure bees-

wax to preserve them. 

Botargo can be enjoyed simply, 

shaved into slivers and drizzled 

with lemon and olive oil for an ele-

gant accompaniment to pre-din-

ner drinks. It can also be paired with 

dried figs or other condiments. The 

flavor is rich and full, like the es-

sence of the sea, and the color is a 

vivid orange.  

The preserved roe also provides 

a delicious accent to a seafood ri-

sotto, pasta dishes, and can take 

humble scrambled eggs to new 

heights. 

Botargo has been a delicacy since the 

Byzantine era. According to the English 

classicist Andrew Dalby, it was first 

mentioned in writing in 1025 by the Byzan-

tine physician Simeon Seth, in a text 

about the health-giving attributes of 

certain foods.

Botargo is not only delicious, but is 
also considered a superfood rich in 
vitamins A, B and C.

d d  you know?i



saffron
the vivid fragrance of the crocus

Saffron has been cultivated in Greece since the 

Bronze Age. Prized across civilizations for mil-

lennia, saffron remains the most costly spice 

by weight in the world. And Greek saffron, pro-

duced in the town of Krokos, is PDO protected 

due to its particularly fine color and taste.

Saffron imparts a unique flavor and striking fra-

grance. In many dishes from around the world 

-- from paella to risotto and Persian pilafs -- saf-

fron is the signature ingredient. In Sweden, saf-

fron lends its aroma to sweet breads served on 

Santa Lucia day, and it is widely used in Indian 

cooking as well.

When sourcing saffron, the high quality of Greek 

saffron – and its careful cultivation – makes it the 

finest in the world.



Ladies of Ancient Greece 
used saffron in scented 
waters and perfumes.

d d  you know?i

To produce saffron, the stig-

mas of the crocus must be 

painstakingly picked by hand, 

then carefully dried and pre-

served. Each crocus has just 

three stigmas, which ex-

plains why 70,000 flowers 

must be picked to yield just 

one pound of saffron.



mastiha
Mastiha is the aromatic and flavorful resin of the 

mastic tree, an evergreen native of the Mediter-

ranean. Cultivated since ancient times, and prized 

for millennia as a breath freshener and chewing 

gum, mastiha has been rediscovered and is now 

blended into liqueurs, sweets and ice cream.

Mastiha is exclusively produced in 24 villages 

on the island of Chios, where the resin is har-

vested and dried into irregular crystals. Al-

though ubiquitous in the region, only the 

unique climate of Chios allows for pro-

duction of the prized resin. For centuries, 

the island prospered from its mastiha ex-

ports and, in 1938, the island’s growers 

formed the Chios Mastiha Growers As-

sociation, a cooperative.

The unique taste of mastiha has lent itself 

to world of new possibilities – bartenders 

value the distinctive flavor for inventive cock-

tails, while the powdered resin is a must in many 

Greek sweet breads and cakes.

a unique natural product



Considered to have healing properties, 

mastiha has also been used in medicine 

since ancient times, where it was noted 

for its beneficial effects on digestion 

and dental hygiene. Mastiha is even 

used in surgical adhesives, due to its 

anti-microbial properties.

The Chios Mastiha Growers Association: 
www.gummastic.gr/en

find out more

Children in ancient Rome chewed the 
dried resin, making mastic the 
earliest chewing gum in history.

d d  you know?i

http://www.gummastic.gr/en

